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EARLY readers (0-3)

2

• These titles for toddlers have been adapted from the 
successful former picture books. 

• Two funny proposals to break down stereotypes that 
speak naturally, close to children’s universe.

What’s Up, Little Baby?
Bea Taboada 
Dani Padrón

18 x18 cm / 20 pages 
Board Book

Rights available worlwide

18 x18 cm / 24 pages 
Board Book

Rights available worlwide

Princesses 
(even little 
ones) fart too
Ilan Brenman  
Ionit Zilberman

• A board book based upon the successful book 
Sometimes Mom has Thunder in her Head.

• Now is the sister of the protagonist who has 
thunder in her head. Does she understand her as 
she did with her mom?

• Emotions, empathy, responsibility, and care 
for the family are part of this sweet book. 

Animals (even 
little ones) 
fart too
Ilan Brenman  
Ionit Zilberman

Discover the  
former picture book 

on page 20
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EARLY readers (0-3)

NEWNEW

• Minimoni has reached many countries thanks to What 
Colour is a Kiss? and Are you Bored, Minimoni? Now we 
can see her as a baby, discovering daily routines or looking 
for her beloved teddy bear. Eight titles for toddlers in 
which this charming and sweet character embarks on the 
adventure of discovering the world. 

• Would you like to find out how lovely Minimoni could be? 

BOARD BOOK SERIES BY

Rights sold in:  
German, French, Italian 
and Portuguese

More titles about 
Minimoni on page 28

16  × 16 cm 
20 pages
Board Book
8 titles | +1
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NEW Picture Books
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BY ROCIO BONILLA
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NEW Picture Books

What is love 
about, Minimoni?
Rocio Bonilla 
Minimoni loves walking with her dog 
Max. They get along very well, but 
sometimes she doesn’t understand 
adults. Especially when they talk 
about love. They say that it can move 
mountains, but at the same time, we 
can find it in the smallest things. If love 
cannot be seen, touched or painted... 
how do they know what it is?

Minimoni gives us a tender look at the 
meaning of love. 

• Minimoni has come back to share with us her cute 
perspective on love. 

• This is the third picture book with this charming little girl as 
the main character, after the successful titles What Colour is a 
Kiss? (with more than 400.000 readers around the world) and 
Are you Bored, Minimoni? (sold to almost 20 countries). 

• Once more, Rocio Bonilla is able to bring us closer to 
children’s universe in a simple but magical way. Little readers 
will fall in love with Minimoni even more.

24 x 30 cm / 40 pages  
(including endpapers) 

Hardcover | + 4

Discover the first 
title on page 28

Rights under option:  
Portuguese (Portugal), 
Italian, Slovenian and 
German.
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NEW Picture Books
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NEW Picture Books

Nora and the 
Misterious Sound 
Pilar Martín •  
Verònica Aranda
Nora loves reading and writing stories. She can 
imagine a thousand and one things, except one 
for which she can’t find an explanation. A little 
noise suddenly appears and is often repeated. 
That is why she decides to find out what it is and 
where it comes from. 

It all happens at school, during “Professions 
Week”. They have to visit the police station, 
the doctor’s office, the town hall... Will the 
mysterious noise come from any of these 
places? Or does it only live in her imagination?

• This sweet and powerfully illustrated picture book highlights 
the relevance of following our instinct, our inspiration, to 
become whatever we want to be.  

• The book deals with the professions, and the days of the 
week, but also with the idea of the importance of the 
environment, which influences us positively. 

• This title has won the Enric Solbes International Award for 
Picture Books thanks to the charming drawings by Verònica 
Aranda and a touching story written by Pilar Martín.

24 x 25 cm
24 pages (including endpapers)

Hardcover |+ 4

Rights available 
worlwide
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NEW Picture Books
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NEW Picture Books

Im-perfect
Zuriñe Aguirre
Doodle lives inside the tip of a pencil. He is 
very shy, he does not want to come out of 
his hiding place because he feels defective, 
since he always sees wonderful figures 
passing by. Until one day, the pencil shows 
him that, despite not being perfect like a 
circle or a square, he can be very original. 
Because being imperfect is an opportunity 
to discover what we want to be.

• This picture book has won the 4th Algar Award. This 
recognition has been received by other successful proposals 
such as Sometimes Mom has Thunder in her Head, Sometimes I 
feel Small, or A Letter, all of them sold internationally too. 

• A beautifully illustrated book to encourage readers to be 
imaginative in order to recognize their strengths and love 
themselves as they are.

• Self-esteem, identity, diversity, imagination, understanding… 
but also the potential of being imperfect are some of the 
values highlighted in this book. 

21,5 × 29 cm
40 pages (including endpapers)

Hardcover | + 4

Rights available 
worlwide
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NEW Picture Books

21,5 × 29 cm 
 40 pages (including endpapers)

Hardcover | + 5

When the Storm 
Breaks 
Bea Taboada · Dani Padrón
Sometimes a storm of emotions clouds my 
head. Mum says that these storms come up 
suddenly and they could bring clouds, rain 
and thunders with them. It seems impossible 
to stop them. However, mum, who sometimes 
has thunders in her head too, knows really 
well how I feel and what can I do.  

With this story, children will learn how to 
manage frustrating situations by means of 
affection and empathy. 

• The successful tandem by Bea Taboada and Dani Padrón 
brings us a new picture book about emotions. 

• The little girl’s perspective and the management of 
emotions are the principal value of this new proposal. 

• A book to help both parents and children to solve and 
overcome this annoying situation in daily life. Empathy, 
understanding, care and responsibility are some of the 
values that this new proposal deals with. 

NEW Picture Books

Rights sold in:  
Portuguese (Portugal).

Discover the first title  
on page 20
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NEW Picture Books

Lucky accident
Anya Damirón •  
Bhagya Madanasinghe
Clio is curious, dreamy, very distracted 
and a little bit clumsy, but, above all, she is 
optimistic. Although she has many accidents, 
she always manages to find something 
positive in everything that happens to her. The 
day she tries to learn to skate, she has a lucky 
accident that ends up with the whole city 
eating delicious ice cream. 

A book full of action and onomatopoeias, with 
a valuable message: sometimes, unexpected 
situations offer us great opportunities. 

• A new title by Anya Damirón, a successful author and 
storyteller unique captivating the universe of children.

• With this new proposal illustrated by Bhagya Madanasingue, from 
Sri Lanka, the author sends an encouraging message to readers 
through a funny story with a hectic plot: we may see the world 
with optimism despite the problems we must overcome. 

• Clio is a very curious girl with a powerful energy who causes a 
mess wherever she passes through, but problems never erase the 
smile on her face. 

24 x 25 cm
48 pages (including endpapers)

Hardcover | + 3

Rights available 
worlwide
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BACK LIST Picture Books

Rights sold in: 
Italian, German, Korean, 
Portuguese (Brazil and 
Portugal), Greek and 
French.

The Gang of the 11
Rocio Bonilla

Benjamin was a shy small red fish. A gang of 
10 fish invited him to join them. Everybody 

respected the gang of the 11: they got all they 
wanted and nobody contradicted them. One day, 
Benjamin realized that, in fact, it was because the 

rest was scared of the group. Then, he made a 
decision. He stopped being fish number 11. 

• This book by Rocio Bonilla brings readers a brilliant, touching, 
and thoughtful story. 

• Topics such as friendship, harassment, integration and 
solidarity are included in this powerfully illustrated book. 

• The book is an invitation to build true, equal and inclusive 
relationships from the very beginning, starting from  
the little ones.

21,5 × 29 cm 
48 pages (including endpapers)
Hardcover | + 4

Lately, we have experienced that living in community is much more than living in 
the same place. The bonds created between neighbours or mates could be tight and 
strong so that empathy, solidarity, and friendship could emerge among them.

BY ROCIO 

BONILLA

Life in community
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BACK LIST Picture Books

Thank you. The Story 
of a Neighbourhood
Rocio Bonilla
Thanks to an unexpected event, life in the 
neighbourhood will change completely. Thanks 
to curiosity and empathy, the neighbours will 
complete a long journey together.

A story about all of us.

• A charming... and funny story about empathy and 
emotions that highlights life in community, a very useful 
learning outcome as it has been proved in 2020. 

• Values such as friendship, diversity, understanding, 
solidarity, neighbourhood and ecology abound in this 
encouraging book starring adorable animals.

• Rocio Bonilla’s picture books have more than 300,000 
readers worldwide and have been translated into more 
than 20 languages.

23 × 29 cm
48 pages (including endpapers)

Hardcover | +6

Rights sold in: 
German, Italian, Dutch, 
Luxembourgish, Slovak, 
Korean, Portuguese (Brazil 
and Portugal), French, 
Greek, Slovenian, Estonian, 
English (USA, China and 
Taiwan), Serbian, Kazakh. 

These values are the ones highlighted in the titles of 
this selection, although readers can find others such as 
ecology, diversity, acceptance...

BY ROCIO 

BONILLA
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BACK LIST Picture Books

16

Life in community

Tuntun
Anya Damirón • Pablo Pino

There is a big problem in the jungle, a REALLY 
BIG PROBLEM! But the animals are too scared 

to find out who is the mysterious being that 
terrifies them every day. However thanks 

to a courageous wasp, everything changes 
unexpectedly. A funny story that reminds us 

that often things are not as we first thought...

• A funny story about acceptance and fear of the unknown, 
that promotes friendship and inclusion.

• A picture book that teaches children about the 
drawbacks of prejudice. 

• A story full of action and colourful illustrations by the 
successful American artists Anya Damirón and Pablo Pino.

• More information about the book: www.tuntun.co.

Rights sold in: 
English (USA), Polish, 
Russian (Kazakhstan 
and Russia), Chinese 
(complex), Dutch, 
Czech and Slovenian.

26 × 26 cm
64 pages (including endpages)
Hardcover | +6
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BACK LIST Picture BooksLife in community

A Letter
Irene Verdú • Verònica 
Aranda
One day, the wind found a lost letter. It was 
not possible to know for whom it was or who 
wrote it. However, the letter had a beautiful 
message, «I love you». This is why the wind 
blow it up and push it hard, very hard. 
The letter would find its destiny and make 
someone feel loved. However, the wind could 
not imagine that the letter would fall on Mr 
Cat’s head, always grumpy and locked up at 
home. Always? Maybe the power of words 
could change his life...

• This picture book has won the 4th Algar Award. This 
recognition has been received by other successful proposals 
such as Sometimes Mom has Thunder in her Head, Sometimes I 
feel Small, or A Letter, all of them sold internationally too. 

• A beautifully illustrated book to encourage readers to be 
imaginative in order to recognize their strengths and love 
themselves as they are.

• Self-esteem, identity, diversity, imagination, 
understanding… but also the potential of being imperfect 
are some of the values highlighted in this book. 

Rights sold in:

Greek, Romanian, 
Italian, German, 
Portuguese 
(Portugal), Estonian, 
Russian, Turkish, 
and English (USA, 
Canada, and 
Mexico).

21,5 × 29 cm 
40 pages (including endpapers)

Hardcover | + 4
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BACK LIST Picture Books

18

The Smiths  
and the Wall

Jaume Copons and  
Òscar Julve

Duna and Lluc have the same surname but they 
are just neighbours and friends. But they haven’t 
always been friends. Duna remembers that, until 

recently, Lluc didn’t pay any attention to her; 
instead he built a wall of boxes to separate their 

two gardens so that they couldn’t see each other! 
Of course, friendship cannot be imposed. There 
is a need to let it grow with patience and good 

humour. At the day of the day it may happen 
naturally. What a huge prodigious discovering!

• A funny story about prejudices and how important  to get 
rid of them is.

• Friendship but also acceptance, diversity, and 
understanding are values that this picture book wants to 
point out.

• The combined talent of both Jaume Copons and Òscar Julve 
results in a brilliant story about coexistence, about how 
necessary is to build up bonds instead of walls that separate.

Rights sold in: 
Italian and Korean.

Life in community

24 × 30 cm 
40 pages (including endpapers)
Paperback | + 6
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BACK LIST Picture Books

Ghosts don’t Knock 
on the Door
Eulàlia Canal  
Rocio Bonilla
Bear and Groundhog are best friends and 
always play together. However, one afternoon, 
Bear tells Groundhog that he has invited Duck 
over to play with them. No way! Groundhog 
does not like Duck or any other animal 
that might get in the way of her exclusive 
friendship with Bear.

Maybe having a lot of friends could be much 
more fun than Groundhog thought...

• A deliciously funny book about the power and cheer of 
friendship, presented in an entertaining way and from an 
engaging and adorable perspective.

• The duo made by Eulàlia Canal and Rocio Bonilla works 
perfectly in this book that combines both a tender 
and brilliant story with charming and illustrative 
illustrations.

• Diversity, acceptance, or sociability are other topics 
included in this story plenty of good humour.

Rights sold in: 
Chinese (Taiwan), 
Dutch, German, 
Slovenian, French, 
Korean, Italian, Czech, 
Portuguese (Portugal) 
Russian, and Spanish 
(USA).

Life in community

24 × 27 cm 
48 pages (including endpapers)

Hardcover | + 5
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BACK LIST Picture Books

20

Emotions and values

Emotions and values Emotions and values

Sometimes Mom  
Has Thunder in Her Head

Bea Taboada • Dani Padrón

• A book that talks about emotions through the tender 
relationship between a mother and her daughter.

• Through imagination, the protagonist discovers feelings 
and empathizes with her mother.

• A perfect choice for children to understand that each day 
we can all feel in a different mood.

• More than 15,000 copies sold in Spain in less than one 
year.

Rights sold in:  
Bulgarian, Portuguese 
(Portugal) and 
Turkish.

Books bring readers the opportunity to discover the world of imagination but also 
the tips to build a better world. 

24 × 25 cm
24 pages (including endpapers)
Hardcover | + 6

Sometimes Mum has thunder in her head, she 
wrinkles her nose and she looks at me very 

angry. Other times she has a sun in her head 
and we stroll along the beach. However, there 

are days when she looks sad and there are 
thousands of stars in her eyes. And the fact is 
that the same thing happens to me, because 

life is full of emotions to live with.

20



BACK LIST Picture BooksEmotions and values

24 × 30 cm
32 pages (including endpapers)

Hardcover | + 6

Sometimes I Feel Small 
Vanesa Martínez • Viv Campbell
Any gesture, even small ones can make a difference. 
One after another, these actions can lead to 
something important. Through the eyes of a little 
girl, we can appreciate the greatness of the world, 
which thrills and transforms us.

• A delicate and touching book that points out the fact that we 
all, younger or older, can turn small things into great ones.

• This picture book encourages little readers to discover their 
strength, to abandon feelings of inferiority or fear, and to be 
proud of themselves, no matter how they are. 

• Text and image weave a story with a special sensitivity and 
tenderness. Many children can identify themselves with a story 
that talks about dealing with fears with delicacy and empathy.

Rights sold in:  
Romanian, Turkish, 
Chinese complex 
and Korean.

A world where we understand the others, accept each other 
equally, and protect our environment.

21
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BACK LIST Picture Books

21 × 27 cm
48 pages and spread
Hardcover | + 10

Emotions and values

Where Are They 
Going?
Gonçal López-Pampló 
Fran Parreño
A man, a very normal man, walks along the 
streets of a city, a normal city. However, 
something is unusual. People are going in 
the opposite direction of the man, who keeps 
going home without noticing they are running 
away. He thinks he is safe, until he becomes 
aware of what is going on.

• An allegorical story suitable for middle 
grade readers and adult ones.

• A book about freedom and how fragile it 
can be if we act with indifference.

• The first part of the book is silent, while 
the last one is based on Martin Niemöller’s 
classical reflection on Nazism.

• It includes a final chapter that carries on as 
the story ends.Rights available worldwide

Rights sold in:  
French (France, Belgium, Luxembourg  and Switzerland) 
and Turkish.

Green Monster
Canizales

• The well-known illustrator Canizales takes a fun and original 
approach to the need to protect the environment.

• An illustrated book that addresses values such as ecology, 
integration, friendship and solidarity.

• Enric Solbes International Award.

21,5 × 29 cm | 40 pages 
(including endpapers)
Hardcover | +7
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BACK LIST Picture Books

Rights available  
worldwide

Emotions and values Emotions and values

George has  
Long Hair
Paloma Muiña  
Anna Clariana
George wants to have long hair, like the 
princess in his favourite story. This way he can 
use it as a slide to go down the castle; he can 
look like a fountain and wet his classmates or 
play cowboys and Indians. Grandma does not 
like it at all, she grumbles more and more as 
his hair grows longer. And yes, maybe it is too 
heavy and too difficult to wash...

What if he has his hair cut short to look like a 
hairless alien? Or like a tree with pink hair?

• In this picture book, finalist of the Enric Solbes International 
Award for Picture Book, children will find values such as 
empathy, friendship, understanding or diversity.

• This story encourages readers to seek their identity without prejudice. Thus, they will 
learn that they can grow according to themselves and with the respect and esteem of those 
around them.

• The book deals with the idea of individuality from a positive and tender perspective, 
reinforcing the thought that it is a personal choice and avoiding stigmas.

FINALIST  ENRIC SOLBES INTERNATIONAL AWARDS

21,5 × 29 cm 
 40 pages (including endpapers)

Hardcover | + 5
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BACK LIST Picture Books

I’m Fierce
Anya Damiron • Pablo Pino
• This is a picture book bursting with 

optimism. It deals with personal 
achievements and encourages children to be 
themselves, to follow their own paths. 

• Milo becomes his best self, by feeling 
gradually more self-confidents, and all thanks 
to the valuable help of his dear friends.

• Subjects such as self-improvement, 
solidarity, teamwork, diversity... are present 
in this cheerful and entertaining book.

Rights sold in: Russian (Kazakhstan 
and Russia) and Slovak.

Self-improvement

Growing up is not always easy, in fact, sometimes it is difficult. Fortunately, books offer 
young readers stories they identify with to or find inspiration to overcome situations. 

Rights sold in: English (USA), 
Portuguese (Brazil) and Korean.

Superkids
Anya Damirón • Pablo Pino
• A picture book to make children aware that 

differences can bring us closer to someone 
else, not further apart.

• An enthralling story that supports 
integration and celebrates diversity.

• This book encourages us all to explore our 
personal potential, and to turn disabilities 
into superpowers.

Self-improvement

24 × 25 cm 
48 pages (including endpages)
Hardcover | + 6

24 × 25 cm
48 pages (including endpapers)
Hardcover | +6
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BACK LIST Picture BooksBACK LIST Picture BooksSelf-improvement

The Escape
Cristina Oleby • Pablo Pino
Roland had been performing the same circus 
number for one thousand eight hundred 
and twenty-five days. However, he was not 
going to do it one more day. He had one goal: 
running away.

Nevertheless, all his plans to escape had 
obstacles and his attempts ended up being 
frustrated. His determination was firm. Not 
another day would pass... although the days 
went by with each new failed plan.

• This fun and powerfully illustrated picture book highlights 
the relevance of choosing our own path, following our needs 
or instinct, despite all the problems that must be overcome. 

• The main character is able to reach his goal once he has 
realized that it is his choice. 

• Thanks to this friendly story readers will understand the 
importance of trusting ourselves in order to decide our 
future.

Rights sold in:  
Dutch, Czech, 
Slovak, Turkish and 
Russian.

Because the power of literature is just 
letting the imagination fly...

24 × 25 cm 
 32 pages (including endpapers)

Hardcover | + 5

ENRIC SOLBES INTERNATIONAL AWARD FOR PICTURE  BOOKS

25



BACK LIST Picture Books Exploring the world Family issues

21,5 × 29 cm | 48 pages (including endpages)
Hardcover | +6

24 × 26,5 cm | 24 pages | Hardcover | +6

26 × 26 cm | 48 pages (including endpages)
Hardcover | +6

The Highest Mountain of Books  
in the World
Rocio Bonilla

A beautifully illustrated picture book that pays homage to the 
classic titles and the passion for reading.

Let’s Play
Illan Brenman · Rocio Bonilla

An original album to think about children’s use of technology.

BY  
ROCIO 

BONILLA

Aren’t You a Strange Bird!
Rocio Bonilla
• «A story about the extraordinary logic of children. An 

endearing character who is thirsty for life», Rocio Bonilla.
• Updated edition of the first picture book in Rocio Bonilla’s 

career. A book that shows the main lines that have created 
her magic universe. 

Rights sold in: English (USA and India), French, Chinese 
(China and Taiwan), Slovenian, Turkish, Italian, Korean, 
Portuguese (Portugal), German, Russian, Greek, Polish, 
Dutch, Slovak, Luxembourgish, Arabic and Serbian.

Rights sold in: Greek, German, and Italian.

Rights sold in: Slovenian, Turkish, German, Portuguese 
(Portugal), Italian, Kazak and Russian.
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BACK LIST Picture BooksExploring the world Family issues

24 × 26,5 cm | 56 pages (including endpages)
Hardcover | +6

24 × 30 cm | 48 pages (including endpages)
Hardcover | +6

Siblings!
Rocio Bonilla

A witty, imaginative and appealing 
picture book about being siblings.

30 × 24 cm | 48 pages (including endpapers)
Hardcover | + 6

Grandpas, Piranhas and Other Stories
Rocio Bonilla

In this enthusiastic and loving picture book, Rocio Bonilla 
pays tribute to all grandparents and the wisdom they 
pass on to us.

BY  
ROCIO 

BONILLA

Max and the Superheroes
Rocio Bonilla · Oriol Malet

A powerful and exhilarating illustrated book that combines 
different styles to show the superpowers of mums.

Rights sold in: French, English (USA, China, Taiwan, 
and Australia), Korean, Dutch, Italian, German, 
Slovenian, Greek, Turkish, Polish, Portuguese 
(Portugal), Romanian, Czech,  
Russian, Slovak and Lithuanian.

Rights sold in: Italian, German, French, Portuguese 
(Portugal), Luxemburgish, Polish, Greek, English (China), 
Kazakh and Russian.

Rights sold in: Chinese (China), English (USA), Turkish, 
Slovenian, Italian, Ukrainian, Russian, German and Dutch.
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World

22 × 16 cm | 24 pages
Board book | +4

Rights sold in: German, Italian and Portuguese (Brazil).

29 × 21 cm
40 pages (including endpages)
Hardcover | +5

What Colour Is a Kiss?

• A successful title with more than 400,000 readers all around the world! 
• An illustrated book that plays with colours and feelings in an original way.
• Sold in two versions: one for toddlers and another for early readers.

Rights sold in: English (USA, India and China), 
French, Italian, Portuguese (Portugal and Brazil), 
Slovenian, Korean, Turkish, Chinese (China and 
Taiwan), Ukrainian, Polish, Greek, German, Russian, 
Lithuanian, Macedonian, Slovak, Luxembourgish, 
Arabic (Lebanon), Swedish and Estonian.
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Are You Bored, Minimoni?

A picture book to highlight the possibilities 
of boredom, that will appeal to the 
imagination of children.

29 × 21 cm | 40 pages (including endpages)
Hardcover | +5

Let’s Play With Minimoni

A fun activity book with games to test 
your ingenuity, cards to refine your skills 
with a pencil and tricks to develop your 
imagination and learn to nourish it.

29,7 × 21 cm | 80 pages
Paperback | +4

Rights sold in: French, Portuguese 
(Portugal), Italian, Russian and Bulgarian.

22 × 22 ×7,5 cm
9 cubes

Rights sold in: Italian.

Minimoni’s Puzzle

Six games in one to play in family and stimulate 
children’s creativity. Inspired on Minimoni’s 
adventures, they will learn to follow clues, build 
towers, and much more!

Rights sold in: French (France, Belgium, Luxembourg and Switzerland), German 
(Germany, Austria and Switzerland), Italian, Portuguese (Portugal and Brazil), Dutch (The 
Netherlands and Belgium), English (India), Korean, Slovak, Arabic (Lebanon), Bulgarian 
and Spanish (USA).

MINIMONI’S PUZZLE  ALSO AVAILABLE
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BACK LIST Picture Books

30

24 × 30 cm | 32 pages (including endpapers)
Hardcover | +6

Rights available worldwide

Six Years, Six Little Houses
Josep Gregori • Fran Parreño
• An appealing, delicate and touching story about divorce.
• The book can be helpful to understand a situation that 

friends, relatives or children themselves may experience.
• The book calls for family diversity regardless the number 

of members that a family has.

Serafina the Goat
Blai Senabre • Anna Font

24 × 25 cm | 32 pages (including endpapers)
Hardcover | +5

Rights available worldwide

Enric Solbes Finalist International Award for Picture Books

24,5 × 25,5 cm | 24 pages
Hardcover | +5

Rights sold in: Turkish, Irish 
and Greek.

Also available as paperback

Small Size Classics (hardcover)

This series presents different versions of the greatest classics of world literature. They highlight the 
most representative scenes in each work, allowing young readers to retain the essence of the story. 
They also feature accessible vocabulary and wonderful drawings that serve as the perfect complement.

• This iterative illustrated book works on such important 
issues as respect, prudence and inclusion.

• Its illustrations are original and enlightening and 
complement this contemporary version of a classic story.

CUT-OUT LITTLE HOUSES INCLUDED
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BACK LIST Picture Books

24 × 25 cm | 40 pages (including endpages)
Hardcover | +4

Rights sold in:  Italian.

22 × 30 cm | 64 pages (including endpages)
Hardcover | +10

Rights sold in: Polish.

Tiny Creatures
Alicia Casanova • Fernando Falcone

Nina
Seta Gimeno

Being a dog in a family can sometimes be really 
challenging. Everyone says I’m really lucky because 
I have a special designer bed, that is just for me... 
but why only one?

They are everywhere. The tiny creatures are hiding under 
the carpet, in the wardrobe, even in the washing machine. 
Researcher Mrs. Catalina Plum tells us all the secrets of these 
amazing tiny creatures, in this smart and witty book that will 
become an instant classic.

24 × 25 cm | 32 pages (including endpapers)
Hardcover | +6

Rights sold in: Chinese.

What Happened?
Josep Gregori • Seta Gimeno

• This picture book addresses bullying from a brave 
perspective.

• The combination of text and pictures can help little 
ones to identify normal daily life situations from unfair 
ones in order to success. 
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EDICIONS BROMERA

Founded in 1986, Edicions Bromera offers in its catalogue more than 4,000 
titles, distributed in 30 different collections, which provide a selection of the 
very best literature for children, young adults and adults, with broad, open-
minded and plural criteria.

Lately, we have increased our presence in the international market in order 
to make our books and our authors accessible all over the world, especially 
with regard to children’s literature. The stories created by our gallery of 
authors and illustrators already travel around the world, in many countries 
and across five continents, speaking multiple languages. Stories made with 
enthusiasm in order to convey important values, and edited carefully to 
offer quality books to the most demanding of readers: our little ones.

CONTACT

Foreign Rights
Carol Borràs
carol@bromera.com
foreignrights.bromera.com
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